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Exciting
After-School
Options Optimize
Learning in Israel

Saving STEM* in
St. Petersburg, Russia

World ORT Kadima Mada (Science Journey)
operates educational programs in underresourced, peripheral areas of Israel, one of
which is YOUniversity Centers of Excellence,
an after-school option offering courses
and workshops in science, technology,
engineering and other subjects, with robotics
a favorite of many participants. Collaborative
instruction with industry experts, an emphasis
on values, interesting projects, competitions
and accessibility make YOUniversity a
popular opportunity for students of all ages
who appreciate its wide possibilities for
involvement, learning and leadership.

ORT launches campaign to protect this important program

The World ORT STEM* program serving schools in the former Soviet Union is at risk, and
ORT has been broadening its urgent campaign to ensure the continuation of this initiative
in the flagship St. Petersburg institution, the de Gunzburg School. Attended by over 450
students and known for its excellence in general studies and substantial Jewish content
thanks to ORT, a lack of funding could mean the end of enrollment of Jewish students
whose parents are enthusiastic about its robust academics, Jewish studies, customized
learning and family participation. For many in the St.Petersburg Jewish community, the
school represents the gateway to discoveries about their Jewish background and culture,
and provides an outstanding foundation for higher education and career planning.
Without funds, the de Gunzburg School and the sixteen day schools in the World ORT
Network will continue to operate with state funding for compulsory costs, but the STEM
program, the Jewish curriculum and Jewish activities could come to a close.
Elizabeth Shapiro, a recent graduate of the de Gunzburg School, had a very positive
experience there. “Everything changed: I gained motivation and improved my academic
performance.”
Members of the St. Petersburg Jewish community rely on the school’s blend of outstanding
technical studies and Jewish instruction to advance a high level of education and traditions
across generations, and our fundraising efforts can help guarantee the continuation of this
significant ORT program.
*Science, technology, engineering and math

“I love the opportunities for 3D printing and
robotics here, as well as the values I’m getting.
The high level of learning is very special to
me.”
Snir, a teenager in his fourth year
at YOUniversity of Dimona.

We Enrich
and Embolden
With this launch of a bright new version of ORT America Times, I’m delighted
to share highlights of our efforts that add tremendous value to Jewish
communities worldwide, which you can read about in this issue.
Our urgent campaign to benefit an ORT school in Russia, the flagship
St. Petersburg de Gunzburg School, is underway. Its ORT STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math) program - which made this school into
a prestigious institution - is at risk. Jewish parents send their children to
de Gunzburg because of its robust academics and Jewish studies, and because
for many, the school is a gateway to discoveries about their Jewish background
and culture, and provides an outstanding foundation for career planning.
Obtaining funds to continue the STEM program impacts the sixteen ORT day
schools in the former Soviet Union, and we have been steadfast in pitching for
support. I cannot emphasize enough that ORT activities in the FSU truly make
a vital difference, which our beneficiaries appreciate.
In May, our leadership led a national mission to Israel that gave participants
the chance to see ORT work and attend the World ORT General Assembly with
ORT members from around the globe. There is no better way to appreciate the
scope and impact of ORT programs than visiting and meeting those we help,
and the mission offered wonderful opportunities for that. Our supporters
returned to their cities energized to take ORT to the next level to enable more
people to gain skills they need for their future.
For over a century ORT has been in the forefront of innovative educational
initiatives. Thanks to donors, over 300,000 students around the world benefit
from ORT programs that give them skills to succeed in myriad ways.
Best regards,

Larry Kadis
National President

ORT America, National Headquarters
75 Maiden Lane, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10038
800.519.2678 • ORTamerica.org
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Our Mission to Israel: A Spotlight
on Educational Triumphs
The ORT America Mission to Israel May 16-24
led by national president Larry Kadis brought
leaders together from across the country to
experience the splendor of Israel, see the
work of World ORT Kadima Mada (Science
Journey), and attend the World ORT General
Assembly.

“I was thrilled to participate in an ORT Mission
and see Israel through the ORT lens. The most
meaningful moments for me were meeting
the students. Whether a 40-year-old trying
to advance his career after serving in the IDF
Reserves, or a student in a youth village who
shares her dreams of becoming a surgeon these students showed us the programs and
Highlights included visits to schools in schools we fund are making a difference,”
the Kadima Mada Educational Network at said Ellen Doppelt, ORT Metropolitan Chicago
Hodayot and Kfar Hassidim youth villages, Region President.
where mission participants met students and
heard how innovative programs enrich their Thanks to the help of donors, thousands
educational process; a visit to YOUniversity of Israelis profit from the Kadima Mada
in Nazeret, a popular after-school program educational framework, innovative instruction
that provides learning opportunities in an methods and high-tech environments.
interactive format; a stop at Tel Hai College
near the border with Lebanon and part of The group concluded its stay by attending the
the Kadima Mada Technological Colleges World ORT General Assembly with supporters
Network, where practical engineering study from around the globe where a new president,
tracks give young adults skills for the current Dr. Conrad Giles, took over the helm. Reuven
job market; and a walk-through of Mada Park in Rivlin, the president of Israel and Likud
Kiryat Yam, another Kadima Mada project that member of the Knesset Benny Begin were
makes science, astronomy and oceanography generous in their praise of the organization,
exciting and accessible to youth of all ages. and Labor MK Erel Margalit called ORT work
in Israel “phenomenal.”
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Showcasing ORT Activities in Our Regions

The Generosity of Donors Advances
Our Life-Transforming Work
FLORIDA

ATLANTA

On March 3, major gift donors met former Soviet L-R: Harvey Spiegel and Adam Hirsch
Union ORT graduate Alexey Shtern at Chocolate, In March, Adam Hirsch was the recipient of the ORT
Cheese & Cheers, where he shared his ORT story and third annual Young Leadership Award in recognition
accomplishments.
of his commitment to the Jewish community. He is
pictured receiving the award from ORT Atlanta region
president, Harvey Spiegel.

L-R:Marty Greenberg with local ORT leaders Joan Levenson,
Suzanne Crandall, Leah Siskin, Kim Sheintal, and Marlies Gluck at
Lakewood Ranch Town Hall.

In April, Marty Greenberg, ORT America chief executive
officer, discussed ORT achievements with members of
the Sara Mana chapter at Lakewood Ranch Town Hall
and with major gift donors of the Gulfside Palm ORT
chapter.

In July, ORT teamed up with Federation Under 40
and Jewish Family & Career Services Volunteers
In Action for the annual ORT My School beautification
project. ORT Atlanta partnered with Dobbs
Elementary to paint murals and help cultivate school
gardens. Dobbs will benefit from a book drive in
November in which ORT Atlanta is the main partner.

NORTHEAST OHIO

L-R: Julian Berezovsky; Gary Desberg, NEO president; Larry Kadis,
Suellen Kadis, Lewis Zipkin, Mitchell Schneider and Bart Bookatz.

The region celebrated the election of six Clevelanders
to the national board of ORT America including Larry
Kadis as national president, on April 7.

L-R: Jill Okun, ORT Ohio board; Gary Desberg, ORT NEO
President, Jonathan Leikin, Michael Ungar, and Brian O’Neill,
event Co-chair.

The 20th Annual ORT Jurisprudence Dinner was held
June 15, in honor of Jonathan Leiken, chief legal
officer of Diebold, Inc; and Michael Ungar, partner,
Ulmer & Berne

CHICAGO

The annual ORT book event, Lunch with a View,
took place April 17 at Bryn Mawr Country Club
with authors Mary Morris and Rebecca Makkai.
Co-chaired by Roberta Goodman, Julie Isaacson
and Melissa Halperin, the luncheon raised funds
for ORT schools in youth villages in Israel. Ellen
Doppelt, the region president, introduced a video
about students who benefit from ORT programs.
L-R: Ellen Doppelt, Julie Isaacson, Roberta Goodman and
Diane Weil
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MICHIGAN

(L to R) Gabriella Strihan, part of the Development Team of World
ORT Kadima Mada; Sasha Zuev, student at Kfar Hassidim; Robbie
Sherman, President of ORT America Michigan Region; & Daniel
Smeliansky, student at Kfar Hassidim.

(L to R) Front Row – Elyssa Sardy, Jodi Feld, Jessica Migliore;
Second Row – Jessica Jacobs, Michelle Winston, Hillary WeilDiskin, Stacey Columbus, Julie Potoscky, Lindsey Weitzman; Last
Row – Rachel Leibovitz, Melissa Novetsky

On August 17, ORT held its annual fundraiser, Over 300 women attended WINGO – Women’s bingo
Rub-a-Dub, grossing nearly $500,000 and attracting – at Congregation Beth Ahm on March 10, raising
500 guests. Sasha Zuev and Daniel Smeliansky, over $50,000 for ORT.
students in Kfar Hassidim youth village in Israel,
Photo Credit: Jay Dreifus Photography
commended ORT Michigan support of the village.

(L to R) Erik and Andrea Morganroth with Brian Eisenberg and
Karin Sherman.

Nearly 400 guests attended ORT and the City May 19
at Eastern Market, Shed 5, to celebrate art, fashion,
Detroit, and ORT. Chaired by Nicole Eisenberg, Cathy
Forbes, and Jessica Kwartowitz. The event generated
over $100,000.
Photo Credit: Jay Dreifus Photography

Photo Credit: Jay Dreifus Photography

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

In March, Vladimir Dribinskiy, World ORT chief
program officer spoke at a gathering in the home
of Roseline & Carl Rubens in San Francisco, and at
Burlingame Temple Shalom. With Yana Berger, ORT
Bay Area director, Vladimir outlined ORT priorities.

Lisa and Anthony Vidergauz hosted the annual ORT
contributors’ brunch in their garden on March 27.
Menbere Aklilu, an Ethiopian native who became a
successful businesswoman, was the guest speaker at
this Marin County event.

April 12 the South County ORT Chapter hosted
the 20th Annual Light up Learning boutique and
luncheon. Dedicated ORT member Elly Rosen was
presented with the Dani award and author Lauri
Taylor spoke about her new book.

At a NextGen event on April 29, young Jewish
professionals enjoyed a private tour of the
Contemporary Jewish Museum and exclusive
access to a new exhibit of works by photographer
Roman Vishniac, and a networking happy hour with
ORT members.

On May 9 an ORT group toured the Jewish Museum
in San Francisco, enjoying a special private viewing
of the Roman Vishniac exhibit and catered lunch.
In 1939, Vishniac was commissioned to take
photographs at an ORT vocational training facility
near Marseille.

The annual Evening under the Stars took place July
3 at the Hollywood Bowl, where 100 ORT supporters
enjoyed the LA Philharmonic and raised funds for
the STEM program at the de Gunzburg School in
St. Petersburg, Russia.
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Cultivating the Younger Generation

A Networking Benefit Reaps
Dual Rewards
The AAFS Leadership Division of the ORT America Accountants,
Attorneys & Financial Services chapter held its summer
networking event in New York June 29, in the posh setting
of the Skylark. Participants had the chance to meet members
of the senior AAFS chapter and enrich their roster of career
contacts while enjoying sensational views, specialty cocktails
and sumptuous hors d’oeuvres.
AAFS Leadership Division Chair Athina Koutsoumadi (Anchin,
Block & Anchin LLP), AAFS Chapter Chair Saul Berkowitz,
and event Co-Chair Louis Barone (CIT Commercial Services)
hosted the occasion, geared to inform attendees about the
innovative World ORT educational initiatives supported by

ORT America that enable over 300,000 students worldwide
to develop careers and lead fulfilling, productive lives.
“It was another successful event,” Athina reports. “We were able
to attract new professionals and introduce ORT America to some
new friends who can champion our efforts.”
Proceeds from the evening will help develop the AAFS
Leadership Division, which recently launched a mentorship
program at Bramson ORT College in which students are paired
with professionals who volunteer their time to help them gain
insight into their fields of interest. Coordinators of the program
are Athina Koutsoumadi and Brian Nuzio (Friedman LLP).

ORT America Current
Fundraising Priorities
We are proudly focusing our efforts to raise funds for
•
•
•
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Israel, where World ORT Kadima Mada (Science Journey) enhances education through STEM (science, technology,
engineering and math) instruction and humanistic values across these divisions: The Educational Network, Technological
Colleges Network, Future Learning Spaces, YOUniversity and Research & Development;
The former Soviet Union, where ORT manages the flagship de Gunzburg School in Russia, fifteen other day schools and the
ORT Vocational Training Center in St. Petersburg, and is a pivotal educational leader in Jewish communities;
ORT Global Networking Programs that include student exchanges, competitions, and summer school; and professional
development seminars for educators.

ORT in Argentina

Alumni Appreciate Their
Solid Education
A thousand teenagers in Buenos Aires got important advice at a recent
conference on careers: When deciding which path to take in life, a great
place to start is ORT.
A current ORT student, Luciano Panesi, age 16, developed video tutorials
on how to use photoshop, design websites and other topics that have
had 1.5 million views. As a speaker at the conference, Luciano described
his motivation. “I was 12 when I started watching video tutorials and
it hit me – why can’t I do that? So I downloaded a program and started
making some.” He offers some insight. “Think what you like to do and
how fun it would be to make that your career.” Luciano is intrigued by
the design of street signs and logos. “Next year after leaving ORT, I’ll do
something with computer-aided design (CAD).”
Another speaker was Gino Tubaro, age 20, who majored in electronics
at ORT, graduated top in his year and is studying electronic engineering
at the National Technological University. Gino has already had a series
of accomplishments: Co-designing a prosthetic hand for an 11-year-old
boy using a 3D printer, receiving two awards from the World Intellectual
Property Organization, and winning the Inventive Olympics.
The conference also featured workshops on entrepreneurship,
technological innovation, philanthropy and ecology and the opportunity
to meet professionals from private, public and non-profit sectors.

ORT South Africa

The Second Chance Program
Elevates Young Adults
Joseph grew up in Johannesburg in an
area of 250,000 people originally designed
for 70,000 residents, with challenging
conditions including over-crowded schools
and poorly trained teachers. Joseph lives
with ten family members, and to his dismay,
his mother would not let him work to help
cover the expenses, believing education is
the key to the future. They wanted Joseph to
concentrate on his grades, but he hated math
and was failing in physical science.

potential, Joseph despaired; but then he
joined the ORT Second Chance program.

Thanks to ORT, Joseph now has a bright
future. With dedicated teachers, Joseph
improved his matriculation marks to passing.
With ORT assistance, Joseph obtained an
internship in the logistics department of a
company and is applying for scholarships to
study engineering. “ORT changed my life,”
Joseph relates. “ORT has given me so many
opportunities. ORT gave us hope where there
With visions of a bleak future and low work was none.”
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Shanah Tovah U’Metukah

“For 136 years, ORT schools have trained
millions of Jewish and non-Jewish students
around the world, teaching them not only a
trade or a profession, but also helping them
become a credit to their communities.
Thanks to your support, more than 300,000
students worldwide are realizing their
dreams, contributing to society, and making
our world a better place.”
Larry Kadis
National President

Best Wishes for a Happy
and Sweet New Year

ORT America

